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ANIMALS

Police
cannot
pursue
voyeur

OUT OF THE
TORNADO, INTO

HE FIRE

...

J

Charlie Brown is down to seven lives.The
black-and-white cat survived a February
tornado that destroyed the family's
mobile home,coming-out of nearby ·
woods.The cat took refuge in a large pile
of debris that the cat's owner set
afire.That night,Charlie Brown
underwent an exam by
veterinarian Doug Mays.

UCF-:specific book to join
the Chicken Soup series
KIMMY BARKER
Contributing Writer

It's not too late to submit a story for publication in Chicken Soup for the UCF
Knight's Soul.
The deadline has been extended, and
the Alumni Association will be seeking
more stories from students between
now and the start of the summer semester.
Previously, the submission deadline
was Dec. 15 oflast year. Nick Gull, public
relations intern for the Alumni Association, said submissions will now be
accepted until.at least the end of March.
The goal is to publish the book in fall,
around the time of Homecoming.
The book will feature 101 stories
about moments in the lives of students,
alumni, faculty ?111d fans. It is the first
Chicken Soup for the Soul edition that
will tell stories from only members of a
particular college community.
Ori~y, the Alumni Association
hoped to receive about 1,000 submissions so
the publishers of the Chicken Soup for the
Soul book series would have a larger selection. Gull
said that about 100 submissions have been received,
mostly from alumni. He said he wants stories submitted
during the next month to be more diverse with more

WORK

THINGS PEOPLE
DO TO GET OUT OF

·woRK

Sheriff's detectives in Franklin County,
Wash., say a man had his friend shoot him
in the shoulder so he wouldn't have to go
to work.Daniel Kuch first told deputies
he'd been the victim ofa drive-by
shooting while he was jogging.The friend
has been arrested for investigation of
reckless endangerment Kuch is expected
to be charged with false reporting. .
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NEXT COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING SESSION
TODAY AT NOON

)

The Office of the Provost and the
Executive Vice President will be holding
the next Collective Bargaining session
today from noon to 3 p.m.in Room 243
of Millican Hall. For more information,
contact sandrews@mail.ucf.edu:
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STUDENTS HELD AFTER
MIAMI SCHOOL:
PROTEST ARE RELEASED
More than two dozen teens who
were arrested after a demonstration
got out of control at a Miami-Dade
high school have been released from
custody, an attorney said Sunday. The
circuit judge found insuffident
evidence to hold two students.

BOOK ON A7

Videos shot in
public not illegal
KARI WILBERG
StaffWriter

UCF Police say they cannot
pursue the voyeur who published more than 100 videos of
women's bottoms on the
Internet.
Cpl. James Roop, media
relations supervisor for the
UCF Police Department, said
the videos were not illegal.
"We looked at the Web site
the gentleman who found the
videos [SGA Sen. Ben Collard]
told us about but didn't see anything explicit," Roop said.
Roop said people can legally
videotape others in public
· without their consent, even if
those videos are of women's
bottoms. The videos did not
include any up-skirt shots, so
no legal action can be taken,
Roop said.
After UCF Police sent out an
e-mail warning to the UCF
community about the voyeur,
the videos were removed from
the Web site where they were
found.
"It looks like he or she
removed everything," Roop
said. "He or she must have got
scared, and one thing is it really
raised awareness."
This incident has underlines
the fact that anyone can be
videotaped on campus.
"It hasn't changed how safe I
feel," said Jacqi Anthony, a
sophomore molecular and
microbiology major. "I just
hope it's not me."
Collard found the videos
online and informed the police
of the Web site. Roop said that
this case was presented as an
information report, meaning no
victims who recognized themselves in the videos have come
forward to file a complaint.
Roop said the best thing for
women. on campus is to be
aware ·and know what to do if
they catch someone videotapPLEASE SEE

UCF Bookstore offers
textbook scholarships

VIDEOS ON A7

CREOL to hold Optics Day
MEGAN SPEER
Staff Writer

MICHELLE DENDY

NATION & WORLD, A4

Contributing Writer

PUTIN PROTEGE,
MEDVEDEV,AHEAD IN
RUSSIAN ELECTION
Early returns from Russia's presidential
election showed Vladimir Putin's
handpicked successor, Dmitry
Medvedev, cruising to an easy victory.
Russian voters had been expected to
endorse Medvedev.
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How does free textbooks
for an entire year sound?
For the past seven years,
the. UCF Bookstore · has
offered 15 textbook scholarships through the Textbook
Scholarship Essay Contest.
To apply, students must
write an essay, 250 words or
fewer, on the subject "If I
were a book, my title would
be...."
"We sat down with the
Book Advisory Committee
and came up with a simple
concept that anyone could
do with applying some creative thought," said Melissa
Yopack, operations manager
of the Bookstore.
The Book Advisory Committee comprises faculty
members from various col-

leges, along with Bookstore
employees. Together, they
come to a consensus on the
topic of the essay for the
year.
The Book Advisory Committee reads all of the entries
and chooses 15 winners. The
committee judges the essays
on accuracy and creativity. It
also requests that essays be
limited to one page.
In order to be eligible for
the contest, students must
meet certain criteria. Applicants must have at least a 3.0
GPA and be enrolled in a
minimum of 12 credit hours.
Graduate students must be
enrolled in a minimum of
nine credit hours. A degree
audit and a cover page must
also be included.
The contest also targets
PLEASE SEE
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UCF's College of Optics
and Photonics will show off
its own pot of gold at the end
of the rainbow for Optics Day
2008.
Members of the CREOL
Association of Optics Students and other student volunteers from the college will
host Optics Day from 10 am.
to 2 p.m. on March 5 in the
CREOL Building lobby.
Optics Day is an annual
event, but organizers say this
year is going to be different.
COURTESY CAOS.CREOL.UCF.EOU
Along with having a theme
gather in the lobby of the CREOL Building for Optics Day 2007. This year's
- rainbows and light - the Students
rainbow-and-light-themed Optics Day will be held Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
day will feature hands-on displays to bring fun and science
together,
said .Florian is to bring back some 'of the work
Fournier, co-chair of Optics childlike interest in science
"To really have the sense
Day planning and a graduate that is lacking in many col- of excitement and wonder,
research assistant in the Opti- lege students and to encour- that's something that seems
cal Diagnostics and Applica- age people to question how to be missing," Fournier said.
tions Laboratory.
iPods, cell phones and other
PLEASE SEE EVENT ON AB
Fournier said that the goal kinds of everyday technology
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Collective Bargaining session today
The Office of the Provost
and the Executive Vice President will be holding the next
Collective Bargaining session
today from noon to 3 p.m. in
Room 243 of Millican Hall.
The session will be between
the · university's . Board of
Thlstees and the United Faculty of Florida. For more information,
contact
sandrews@mailucf.edu.
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LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Students held after Miami
school protest are released ·
MIAMI - More than two
dozen teens who were arrested
after a demonstration got out of
contro~ at a Miami-Dade high
school have been released from
custody, an attorney said Sunday.
Circuit Judge Barbara Areces
found insufficient evidence to
hold two juvenile students on
Saturday.· Another 16 juveniles,
mest charged with resisting
an-est and disturbing the-peace,
were given home detention until
a Monday hearing.
Two 18-year-old students
charged with resisting arrest
with violence, disturbing a
school assembly and disturbing
the peace bonded out after a
hearing on Saturday, said Karen
Andre, an attorney with the Hait·.an Lawyers Association.
Six other adult students bonded out before the ,Saturday hearing, Andre said.
Attorneys with the Haitian
Lawyers Association represented all ofthe students for their initial appearances. · Other legal
PLEASE SEE
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The roller hockey team at UCF plays at the Universal Entertainment and Skating Center in Orlando. The team went to Georgia to help with a nonprofit clinic on rollertiockey.

News Editors
Matt Morrison and
Natalie Morera x213
news@(entralRoridaFuture.com

Opinions Editors
Jeffrey Riley and
Tara Young x213
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Wellness Expo begins Tuesday
Plealth Services will be putting on the 21st annual Wellness
Expo Tuesday from 11 a:m. to 3
p.m. at the Leisure Pool Greens
next to the Recreation and
Welh1ess Center.
The event will feature competitions, demonstrations, free
food, music, games and much
more. Prizes have been donated
from various business around
Central Florida. For more informatiort, visit http://hs.ucf.edu.
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NEWSROOM

CAB holds Open Mic Knight
Campus Activities Board is .
presenting Open Mic Knight
tonight from 7 to 9 at Wackadoo's.
The event allows acts of
every variety to perform. For
more infm;mation, contact cabfunny@mail.ucf.edu.

•

UCF roller hockey
players coach kids
. JILLIAN KROTKI
· ContributingWriter

In the midst of regionals and upcoming nationals, th~ Southeastern Collegiate Roller Hockey League has dedicated some time to aspiring young players.
For the first time ever, the league
hosted the Mission Hockey College,
which provided a free clinic for children
between the ages of 5 and 15 to learn
more about the basics of roller hockey,
Jeff Cohen, a junior player at UCF, said.
The three-hour clinic was completely
booked a month in advance. The players
worked with children with a wide range
of skill levels and gave them a.p. opportu.:
nity to learn.
Roughly 60 children signed :up for the
session with college-age players, hosted
in Snellville, Ga, just north of Atlanta
This year there was only one clinic, but
next year the team plans to hold two or
three. Co4en said they were just trying
to help.
"It was all nonprofit," he said. ''We
were just trying to promote roller hockey and help teach them some b asic
skills."

Some of the basic skills that were
taught to the youth were skating and
form Instructors taught by example and

•

•
,
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Sports Editor
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puck more than 6 inches off the ground,
so covering the ground with the glove
and stick in proper position was the
most practical way to be successful as a
goal tender.
"In California, where rm froni, there
was a much larger population that
played hockey:· Tisdail said "For future
Mission Hockey College events, I hope
for a larger turnout."
Tl.Sdail said he viewed the event as
promotional.
''Most people aren't aware that there
are high school and college teams playing roller hockey now," he said ''This
About 60 youths betweenthe ages of Sand 15 took part
event
let the youth know that it is
ina three-hour clinic that was held in Snellville, Ga.
offered"
He also expressed high hopes that
showed the youth what proper form
looks like. Although more than a few there will be the opportunity for an
hours is needed to teach perfect form, event such as this one in Florida
Cohen and T1Sdail agreed that they
the team tried to give participants the
would take part in future events like this
right idea
Alex Tisdail, a goalie for the roller one.
''It was an honor to be asked to head
hockey team at UCF, worked with four
goal tenders ranging in age from 6 toll. · up the Mission Hockey College and .to
''The most difficult skill for them to give back to the community," Cohen said
They have plans to organize another
pick up on was proper stance and fo~'
clinic at the start ofthe 2008-2009 season.
'.J'"isdail said
This past weekend, the southeast
A certain amount of technique is
needed to be successful as a goalie. TlS- regional championships were held in
dail focused his time with the young Snellville. The team beat the University
player s on stance and technique. He of Florida by 10-5 in the semifinal game
showed them the correct way to stand and went on to win over Florida Internaand explained why it's important to tional University by 6-2 in the champi, prac:;tice these mechanics, which ulti- onship. With the win, the team gained an
automatic bid to compete iri the national'
mately make it easier to save the puck.
Also, he said that many players in that championships in Colorado Springs,
age range aren't able to strike and lift the Colo.

variety@(emrolRoridaFuture.com
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TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: Mostly sunny. East southeast
wind between 10 and 15 m·ph, with
gusts as high as 25 mph.
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China enters sex revolution
ANITA CHANG
Associated Press

BEIJING - The notell motels in Beijing's
university districts pulsate with sex.
Every weekend, lusty
college couples make a
beeline past greasy spoon
restaurants and bootleg
)
video-game shops for the
dim hotel lobbies to book
three-hour blocks of privacy. Students fill half the
·' simple but tidy rooms at
the Cheng Lin Ming
Guang Hotel, a IO-minute
l
walk from Beijing Normal University.
China is in the midst of
a sexual revolution, a
byproduct of rising prosperity and looser government restrictions on private life. The relaxed
,>
attitudes about sex mark
a historic turnaround
·from the days when love
and sex were denounced
'l
as bourgeois decadence,
and unisex Mao suits and
drab austerity were the
)
norm.
But the revolution is
taking place largely ·
behind closed doors, and
the word "sex" - or
"xing"
(pronounced
shing) is spoken only
among close friends, and
)
then usually in a whisper.
As a result, sex education has not kept up with
sexual activity, with some
uhwelcome
consequences. High school
girls make up 80 percent
of the patients at Shanghai abortion clinics during one-week school holidays,
state
media
reported last year.
As recently as the
1980s, a couple holding
hands in public would
draw stares. Now, a government that once had
say over when and whom
;t · people could marry is
more concerned about
regulating interest rates.
And rising incomes have
allowed urban Chinese to
pursue much more th an
mere survival.
While the countryside
remains more traditional,
at least outwardly, public
benches in cities are filled
at night with young couples necking openly. Hipsters pack sleek clu bs to
flirt, chain-smoke imported cigarettes and sip
green tea mixed with
whiskey. Vibrators are
sold in vending machines
. :J
and at ubiquitous "adult
health product" stores.
Even the Web site of the
government's
Xinhua
News Agency has a photo .
slideshow titled "Paris
Hilton goes sexy for
birthday party."
Studies indicate that
60 to 70 percent of Chinese have had sex before
marriage, up from 15 percent in 1989, according to
Li Ymhe, a sex expert at ·
the Chinese Academy of
Social Sciences.
In that time, the average urban marriage age
has crept steadily higher,
reaching 31 for men in
Shanghai last year. There
has also been a notable
shift in attitudes, particularly among those born in
the booming '80s.
At the Pepper bar in
Beijing, a 20-year-old
manager who did not give
her name said without
hesitation that young
women's attitudes toward
sex is casual. Her friends
often show up and pick
up men.
Cai Junjie, a strapping
23-year-old golf coach
who calls himself Tank,
saw no reason for a long
mating ritual before sex.
Chu Yanyang,
an
unemployed 21-year-old,
said she once went to a
bar known as "One-Night
Stand," just to see if it
lived up to its reputation.
It did.
Those without their
own apartments can tum
to hourly rate motels.
Dorm rooms in China are
generally crowded with a
half-dozen·students each,
while many follow tradition or economic
necessity - and live with
their parents long after
high school graduation.
On a lazy Sunday
afternoon, one young
• woman flounced into the
)

Cheng Lin Mfug Guang Hotel, office, tucked in a corner of
beau in tow, brushing past the fifth floor of the dingy
another couple in the lobby to Beijing No. 2 Hospital. Most
negotiate loudly with the of her callers are high school
receptionist for her favorite or college age, though someroom (No. ll2) and a break on times they are as young as 10.
the rate ($12 for three hours).
A vocational high school in
At a shabby basement hotel Xinjiang, a region about 1,500
around the corner, where miles west of Beijing, briefly
every room is decorated_with enacted a rule last year
a poster of a scantily clad requiring female students to
Western woman, a young cou- take pregnancy tests as part of
ple straightened the sheets their annual school physical.
and blanket before leaving. A An outcry about privacy
sign on the wall warned: "If forced the school to retreat.
Abortion is readily availthe linens are too dirty, you
able and viewed as a much
will lose your deposit."
Families and schools better alternative to the searremain shy when talking ing shame of being an unwed
about sex, and teenage sex teenage mother in China
A walk-in abortion costs
has flourished in the gap
between awkward discus- $140 at the Haidian Maternal
and Child He.alth Hospital, a
sions and silence.
Psychologist Deng · Jun large public hospi~al in northfields 15 to 20 calls a day, west Beijing. Too pricey? Skip
mostly about sex, on a hot line the anesthesia and the price
for teens she runs out of her falls to $55.
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groups have joined the association to represent the students I
for no cost. Andre said attor- I
neys will work to get the
charges dropped against all the
students.
The disturbance at Miami
Edison Senior High School
began shortly after 11 am. Friday during a protest by some
students over the arrest Thursday of another student. according to police. Thei:e were
claims the student had .been
handled roughly when he was
arrested on charges of assaultMIKHAIL METZEL/ ASSOCIATED PRESS
ing the assistant principal.
Russian President Vladimir Putin and his wife Lyudmila walk to a polling station in
Dozens of police cars
Moscow, Sunday. Russia'.s voters are expected to endorse Putin'.s protege, Medvedev.
responded to the school north
of downtown Miami, which
Putin prote~e Medvedev ahead Texas family killed when home
has an enrollment ofmore than
in presidential election
attack bums house down
1,100. Injuries to the police offiMOSCOW
Early
ALBA, Texas - A mothcers included a dislocated
returns from Russia's p resi- er and two children were
shoulder, a broken nose, a
dential election showed killed in a pre-dawn attack at
twisted ankle as well as cuts
Vladimir Putin's handpicked their remote East Texas
and bruises. None of the
successor Dmitry Medvedev ranch, which burned to the
injuries was life-threatening.
cruising to an easy victory.
· ground, and three high
No students or teachers were
The Central Election school students who knew
seriously injured
Commission
said
that the family will be among
returns
from
15
percent
of those charged with murder,
Officials: 2 killed in aashes during
Russia's electoral districts authorities said Saturday.
Daytona Beach Bike Week
showed Medvedev with
The father was in critical
DAYTONA BEACH about 65 percent.
condition with a gunshot
Authorities say two people
Russia's voters had been wound, Rains County Sherdied in motorcycle crashes in
expected to endorse Putin's . iff David Traylor said at a
the first two days ofBike Week
Medvedev, allowing the out- news conference.
Authorities say 23-year-old
going president to retain sigThree high school stuDerek Montgomery Edwards,
of Roanoke, Va., became the 1 nificant power in a nation dents, including one juvefirst fatality Saturday morning ' whose we;tlth and global nile, and an adult were
influence have grown even as arrested and booked into the
when he was thrown from his
democratic freedoms dimin- Rains County jail. The two
bike after losing control on a
males and two females will
ished.
curve.
Some voters complained be charged with three
· Police say 69-year-old
of pressure to cast ballots for counts each of capital murMartha Jane Patterson, of
Medvedev, and critics called der, 'Iraylor said.
Deland, died after she was hit
the election a cynical stage
The family had a teenage
by a motorcycle while crossing
show to ensure unbroken daughter, but Traylor did not
the street Saturday afternoon
rule by Putin and his allies. :provide information on her
The bike's rider, 47-year-old
Putin has said he would whereabouts. The dead
Scott Waszak, of Orange City,
accept Medvedev's offer of were a 39-year-old woman
received minor injuries. Police
the
prime minister's p ost.
and two boys, ages 8 and 13,
say charges are pending an
But some in the West have Traylor said.
investigation, but there was no
welcomed Medvedev's repu"It's the scariest thing,"
initial evidence of alcohol.
tation as a moderate after Traylor said. {'You don't
Another motorcycle rider also
· years of tense ties with Putin know what to make. I guess
crashed, but had minor
over pis crackdown on you imagine the worst and
injuries.
domestic dissent, US. plans hope for the best."
for a missile defense and
The sheriff said authori- ASSOCIATED PRESS
Kosovo's
independence, ties could not determine
among other things.
whether gunshots or the fire
Putin, smiling and relaxed caused the deaths, saying,
as he went to vote, said he "The bodies have been so
was·in a ''holiday" spirit and badly burned."
that his wife, Lyudmila, called
Autopsie~ have been
the rain "a good sign" - a ref- ordered.
erence to an old Russian:
The house sat on at least
20 acres of pine-canopied,
What's in the news at
superstition
Few
international remote land on a gravel road
colleges around the country
observers monitored the with j:ust two other homes.
Cuomo takes aim at collegeelection, in which accounts Alba is about 60 miles northbranded credit cards
of pressure will reinforce east of Dallas. During the p ast few
Western concerns of backCarl Johnson, a family
months, New York State's
tracking on democracy friend, said he drove to the ·
attorney general,. Andrew M.
secluded road early Saturunder Putin
Cuomo, has been d rawing
Kremlin
spokesman day after being told of the
headlines for investigat ions
Dmitry Peskov said, "These fire. He said the father .
involving insurance compaare free and democratic elec- dragged hi.s wounded body
nies, home-appraisal servic- , tions after a free and demo- about 150 yards to a neighes and Inter net-service
·bor's house, leaving a bloody
cratic campaign"
providers.
Some 450,000 police and trail.
But he hasn't forgotten
"I just thought the whole
troops deployed nationwide
about colleges..
to ensure the voting pro- world of the family," said
The attorney gen eral,
ceeded calmly, although two Johnson, 75. "They were
whose name last year
bomb explosions targeted a good Christian people. [The
became synonymo1:1,s wit h
police convoy near Chech- father] was like a son of my
the ,i ncreased pressure on
ny~, wounding several peo- own"
colleges to eliminate conHarold Read, who lives
ple.
flicts of interest in their stu Though he has never about a mile away, said he
dent-lending practices, sent 1 held
elected
office, was awakened by what he
out a series of S\lbpoenas 1 Medvedev lias had an easy thought was thunder around
this month asking institu ride toward the presidency. 4 a.m., the time when
tions for details on their colPolls predicted he would authorities were first called
lege-branded credit cards.
take a solid majority of votes to the house.
Dartmouth
College
''.All you read about out
against the three other canreceived a subpoena dated
didates: Communist Gen- here are ticky-tacky crimes
Feb. 14, said Ellen L Arnold,
nady Zyuganov, flamboyant in the local paper," said
an associate general counsel
ultranationalist Vladimir · Read, 67. "I never lock my
at Dartmouth. "There are a
Zhirinovsky and the little- doors. This is a quiet place."
number .of other institutions
By late Saturday, fireknown Andrei Bogdanov of
who received· the same subfighters sifted through the
the Democratic Party.
poena on the same time
Liberal opposition lead- ash and singed metal that
frame,'' Arnold said.
ers Kasyanov and Garry was all that remained from
Agreements with cr editKasparov, the former world . the house.
card providers, however,
chess champion and one of
appear to be only. a portion
the Kremlin's most p romi- Obama says suggestions that
of what Cuomo is n ow
nent critics, were both he's Muslim are misinfomiation ··
exploring.
NELSONVILLE, Ohio squeezed off the ballot on
A deputy counsel to the
Democrat Barack Obama
technicalities.
attorney gene:ral, Benjamin
says he's tired of questions
M. Lawsky, this week outabout his religion
President Hugo Chavez orders
lined wide-reaching plans t o
The Democratic presitroops to Colombian border
broaden the office's investidential candidate told a
CARACAS, Venezuela gations into conflicts o f
President Hugo Chavez town hall meeting Sunday in
interest in the arrangements
ordered
Venezuela's Nelsonville, Ohio, in the
between colleges and comembassy in Colombia closed state's rural southeast, that
panies that do business w ith
and told the military. to send he is a devout Christian who
the institutions or their stu10 battalions to the b order prays to Jesus every night.
. dents and alumni.
after Colombian troops killed He told ·audience. members
The new investigative
they would feel right at
a top rebel leader.
work will involve b anking,
Chavez told his defense home at his church in Chicahealth-insurance, textbook,
minister: "Move 10 battalions go.
food-service, and creditObama said misinformafor me to the border with
card companies that h ave ·
Colombia, immediately." He tion - including long-standbusiness relationships w ith
ordered the Venezuelan ' ing suggestions that he is a
hundreds of American colEmbassy in Bogota closed Muslim - is being spread
leges, Lawsky told a gatherand said all embassy person- by his opponents].
ing of educ_ators and gu idnel would be withdrawn
A,_ vott:r quesl<foned the
ance counselors from school
The announcements by Illinois senator about his
districts on New York's Long
Venezuela's leftist leader religion as he and rival
Island on Wednesday, N ewspushed relations to their Hillary Rodham Clinton
day reported.
tensest point of his nine-year crossed paths heading into
presidency, and Chavez Tuesday's primaries in Ohio
warned that Cololllbia could and Texas.
spark a war in South America.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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(!linique Acne Solutions
Kill them with kindness. ·
)

1

)

>

acne solutio

LINIQUE UINIQUE
.,

'1

cne solutions
.cleansing foam

cfearing-moisturi
oil-free

acne solutions

STEP3
BENZOYL PEROXIDE
ACNE MEDICATION

clarifying lotion

$TEP1
~AUCYLIC ACID ACNE MEDICATION -

STEP2

SALICYLIC ACID ACNE MEDICATION

)

Still blasting away at blemishes?
Time to call a truce. If you gently exfoliate, good things happen. Clogged pores open. Oxygen evicts blemish:-causing agents. Targeted ingredients
rush in to accelerate treatment. Clinique's Acne Solutions Clear Skin System makes it happen - fast! Just deanse, exfoliat~, moisturize. Gentle
enough to use twice a day, every day, without drying. Within days, skin starts to look clear and-resist future breakout. We come in peace.
4.2 fl. oz. Acne Solutions Cleansing Foam, 17.50.
6.7 fl. oz. Acne Solutions Clarifying Lotion, 13.50.
1.7 fl. oz. Acne Solutions Clearing Moisturizer, $16.

the magic of

*
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*macys
macys.com

•
TO ORDER CALL 1-800-45-MACYS EVERY DAY 8 AM - 11 PM
•
Use your Macy's Carq. Shipping and handling are extra; ask your operator for details. Applicable sales tax
be collected on all orders sent to states where we have a legal
obligations to collect sales tax. Sorry, no cash, check or money orders; no CODs or P.O. Box delivery. This advertisement applies to Macy's stores in Florida. Prices·and
merchandise may differ on macys.com. Advertised items may not be available at your local Macy's and selections may vary. We are not responsil:ile for typographical errors.
Also shop macys.com.
·
·

will

··i\

\

.

starREWARDS get15%off
-

Now's your chance! Save 15% on cosmetics, fragrances and
other Macy's purchases for two days when you open a
Macy's Account. Exclusions apply. Subject to credit approval.
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Changing the world with sandwich in hand
JILLIAN KROTKI
Contributing Writer

After saving money for a trip
to Disney in December 2006,
Tarek Aly and one of his friends
decided to put their money to
better use.
They purchased the simple
ingredients for peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches, assembled
about 20 and headed for downtown Orlando, never imagining
what this spur-of-the-moment
idea would become.
That evening, Aly and his
friend learned that something as
inexpensive as a peanut butter
and jelly sandwich had the
potential to spark conversations
with people living a much different life: a life of homelessness.

After distributing two sandwiches, they found themselves
engaged in an hour-long conversation with cJ perfect stranger.
What resulted was the foundation . an.d purpose for Helping
Hands.
Helping Hands is a group of
volunteers that has met every .
Wednesday in Academic Village since that first night. They
now hand out 70 to 80 sandwiches to the homeless in the
Daytona area.
The group carpools to Day~
tona and reunites at the CVS
Pharmacy on Ridgewood Road ·
The group then splits up. Some
go to the Coalition for the
Homeless and others drive
around and find homeless people in need

The group that goes to the
Coalition for the Homeless
spends time offering aid to
homeless people of all ages.
This includes helping children
with homework and assisting
adults in preparation for job
interviews.
/
"The sandwiches serve as /
an icebreaker," said Aly, the
president of Helping Hands.
'The most memorable trips
are those where you're able to
spend the whole time talking
to the homeless people," said
Stewart Shebroe, a volunteer·
and UCF psychology major.
Group volunteers know
several homeless people by
name, and they make a sincere
effort to find them each week.
Members said these people
are grateful to be able to talk to
students who care enough to
listen.
''For all the good you do, it
will come back to you," o;ne of
the homeless men said
"Friendships and learning
about their lives and situations
keep me coming back," said
Apryl Jennings, one of the
Helping Hands directors. "It's a
lot of fun just making friends."
Each week is entirely
unpredictable and the organization provides volunteers the ·
opportunity to meet a wide
variety of people. There are a
total of eight directors and officers that are stable volunteers,
and they can be found there
almost every week.
Andrea
Long,
the
ambassador of Helping Hands,
said the change . she sees in ·
people brings her back again
and again
"I made a commitment to
the people and this cause,"
Long said ''To be able to expe-

,.

COURTESY CHRIS MAHANNA

Helping Hands has been serving the homeless of Daytona since December 2006. Branches are also active in four ot~er Florida cities.

rience people actually becom:ing more optimistic over a
series of weeks and knowing
you played a part in that is what
keeps me coming back." . ·
Helping Hands is not just a
group of regulars. New people
attend every week and take the
opportunity to step out of their
comfort zones. The volunteer
age group ranges from high.:
school students all the ~y to
grandparents.
"The setup was great and
much more effective than a
soup kitchen," said Chris
Mahanna, a first-time volunteer and UCF student. ''We
found the people that may not
know where else to go:'
Helping Hands does not

·

f

operate in the same way as i,zation also fills clothing needs
other mass-feeding organiza- .on a weekly basis by donating
tions. They gear their services items such as clean socks 311d
~oward friendships arid sup- underwear.
''We're trying to branch
port systems, rather than simout," AlJ said
ply feeding the homeless.
The group plans to work _
Most soup kitchens do not
offer meals past 5 -or 6 p.m., so with another organization in
Helping Hands gives the the future called Rock for
homeless another opportunity Hunger.
to eat before morning when
. Helping Han~ has spread
the soup kitchens reopen. In to four other cities - Tampa.
this way, they avoid disrupting Orlando, Jacksonville anct
the other locations in the area Deland - and has become an
that distribute food fo the official nonprofit o~tion
called Hope in Hand Inc.
homeless.
More information about
During Christmas, they
raised money to buy pr~nts Helping Hands and contact
for the homeless children information is available on
whose parents couldn't afford their Web site, www.savethethem on their own The organ- worldpbj.com.

GARDENS OPEN AT 6:00 PM • MOVIE TIME 8:30 PM
Romantic movies plus beautiful gardens. Bring a blanket or
chairs and dinner picnic basket; Vendor selling ·sandwiches,
popcorn & drinks. ·
$7 plus tax adult, $2 plus tax child (K-12th grade), Garden Members FREE.
Children 15 years and younger must be accompanied by an adult .

1920 N. Forest Avenue, Orlando
407 .246.2620 • www.leugardens.org $Cm oF()iu.ANoo

GETS-JHE ADRENALINE llOING.
SCHOLARSHIPS,
YOURS AND WHOEVER .READS ABOUT.
'
.IT ON YOUR·RESUME,·

~

The UCF Alumni Association awards f.
more than $50,000 in scholarships each
year to full-time UCF students
(:
demonstrating strong academic ability J:
and significant extracurricular and
community involvement. .
·

·!

f

f

f

p,

Stop by the FAIRWJNDS Alumni Center
(located across t_h e street from theUC F Arena at 126 N. ~ .emini Blvd.)
to pick up an application
or download information
and the form at
.
www.ucfalumni.com/scholarships.

'

'

•

·-

.•
•

All application~ must .be received by
5 .p.m~ on . Friday, March 28, 2008 .
Questions? Call (407) -UCF-ALUM or
e-mail knights@ucfalufTlni.co\ . . \

U~Fi
ALUMNI \ 1
I

Add Some LeadeFShip & Adventure To Your Schedule! For more information,
contact Captain Adam Berlew, UCF Army ROTC, ~07.823.2430 or visit www.army.ucf.edu today!
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Book to feature 101 stories
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ingthem.
Jeannette Emel'.t, community relations offiter for· the
Orlando Police Dfpartment,
said it is good to cause a .
seen~. point out qie person
and talk loudly in a place
with lots of people.. .
Emert warned against
confronting som one in a
secluded place b cause the
situation may become dangerous;
Roop said repprts have
been filed in the past concerning people being· followed.
· ·
"A lot of times," people
become infatuated with
other people," · Roop said.
"Normally, they know each
other."
Roop said people should
call 9-1-1 if they ever fear for
their life or encounter someone following them after
they ask him not to, whether
they are being videotapeµ or
·not.
·
"I felt safe on campus
before I was aware of what
was going on, and now I'm
more conscious of the way
women ar~ being.viewed
campus,".said Holly Kapherr,
a graduate creative writing
student.
Kapherr said it seems
especially hard · to catch
voyeurs because of today's
recording technology.
..
"lt makes it difficult to
regulate those types of
things and make it safer,"
Kapherr sais.

on

VIDEO VOYEURISM LAWS
Video Voyeurism Prevention Act of 2004, 18 U.S.C.A. § 1801. Prohibits the
recordi~1 any means or disseminating images of an individual's"private areas"
withoutronserit under circumstances in which that individual has a reasonable
expectation of privacy, regardless of whether the individual is in a private or.public
/
location. Penalty of a fine and/or up to one year imprisonment.
_,,

e York Time
.USA ·oa~

- NATIONAL ~ENTER FOR VICTIMS OF CRIME

FLORIDA LAW

An act relating to video voyeurism; creating s.810.145, F.S.; providing definitions;
prohibiting a person from secretly viewing, recording, or broadcasting images of
. another person for the purpose of entertainment, sexual arousal, profit, or abuse
when that other persbn is ina location that provides a reasonable expectation of .
privacy; prohibiting a person from secretly filming, recording, or broadcasting
images-ages ofanother person under or through that other person's clothing for.
the purpose of viewing that other person's body or undergarments without
knowledge and consent of the person viewed; prohibiting a person from
disseminating images when the person disseminating the images knows or has
. reason to believe that the images were recorded in violation of law; prohibiting a
person from selling images to another for consideration when the person selling
the images knows or has reason to believe that the images were recorded in
violation of law; prohibiting a person from disseminating images that were
recorded in violation of law to another person for that person to sell the_images to
others; providing for certain exceptions; providing criminal penalties; defining a
previous conviction or adjudication of delinquency; amending s. 932.701, F.S.;
defining the term "contraband article"to include any imaging equipment, for-mat,
or device used in violation oflaw;amending s.932.7055,F.S.;requiring agencies .
seizing images of persons recorded in violation of law to destroy the images;
providing that the seizing agency may not retain or sell the images; amending s.
932.707, F.S.; conformi~g across-reference; reenacting ss. 705.101 (6) and
932.703(4), F.S., relating to definitions of lost or abandoned property and the
seizure of vessel, motor vehicle, aircraft, other personal property, or real prop-~rty
in or on which a contraband article is located, to incorporate the amendment to·s.
932.701, F.S., in references thereto; amending s.877.26, F.S.; providing a limited
exception to a prohibition against a merchant observing customers in dressing,
fitting, or changing rooms or restrooms; providing an effective date.

Stories
Open The·Heart And
Rekindle The Spirit

a

"If you've -got a .
really great story,
it would bea
shame not to
share that with
the UCF
community."

ELECTION.DOS.STATE.FL.US

Fifteen scholarships offered

)

FROM

A1

certain colleges i,n the UCF
community. Only nine colleges are able to participate.
The College -of Arts and
Humanities and the College
of Sciences have had the
highest number ,of applicants in past years.
As word spreads of this
· chance to receive free textbooks, student interest has
also increased.

.,

"The
scholarships
offered have been raised
from the original number of_
10 to 15 to keep up with the
growth, of the 'university,"
Yopack said. "We rec~ive
. 200 to 300 applications
every year."
The winners not . only
receive free textbooks for an
entire year but are honored
at an awards ceremony held
at the end of the spririg
semester. . The winning

essays are also posted in the
Atrium by the Bookstore for
anyone to read.
. If students are interested
in participating in the Eighth
Annual 2008-2009 Textbook
Scholarship Essay Contest,
applications are available at
the Bookstore. All essays
must be entered by March 24
by7'p.m.
·For information on enter~g "the . contest, call the
Bookstore at 407-823-2665.

Place Classifieds
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L
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from students.
Guli said he will keep
extending the deadline until
they gather enough entries.
He said he didn't expect this
to affect publication because
gathering the stories represents the greatest c;:hallenge
in producfion of the book
"There's no doubt in my
mind that this book will be
·published," Gull said.
Wendy Shill Kurtz, a 1988 ·
n
UCF graduate ·and former
Alumni Association board
member, works with one of
the co-creators of the ·chicken Soup for the Soul book
series. She said that students
who don't consider themselves t9 ·· be good writers
shouldn't shy away from the
opportunity to have their sto-'
ries published.
·
"What we want is the
story, not your ability to
grammatically structure sentences," Kurtz said. "We have
editors on staff that can help
with that."
The Alumni Association
formed a reading group that
will read and edit the story
101.
To
submissions befpre they are
sent to the book publishers.
Members of the reading ·
group have also offered their
writing abilities to students
who Want someone else to
write their story.
With more than 112 million copies sold, 170 titles and 41 languages,Chicken Soup for the
To do this, students are Soul
has made international publishing history. One or more titles in the Chicken Soup for
asked to· e-mail the Alumni the Soul series have been on the New York Times bestseller list in the "How to, Advice or
Association ,their contact Miscellaneous" category consistently. The deadline for UCF's book has been extended.
information and a general
idea for their story. A person
for a long time.
from the reading group will
"These books will be sold
contact the student, get the
long after students have graddetails and write the story.
uated," Kurtz said.
The student will see the story
Student
Government
before it is submitted and will
Association
President
work closely with the writer
Brandie Hollfnger said her
before giving final approval.
submission is almost ready.
"If you've got a really great
She s:rid her story is a reflecstory, it would be a shame· not
tion of one of the greatest
to share that with the UCF
milestones in her life so far:
community," Kurtz said.
becoming the first female
According to the Alumni
SGA president at UCF.
Association Web site, stories
Business· major Nelinda
do not have to be based on an
WENDY SHILL KURTZ, · Acosta said she is familiar
event that occurred during a
with the book series. She
1988 UCF GRADUATE AND FORMER
student's time at UCF. Stories
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION BOARD MEMBER
said she thinks that readers
should
be · non-fiction
will be intrigued by Chicken
·accounts of.any meaningful
Soup for .the UCF Knight's
experience that has hapSoul because there isn't
pened during the life of any- exdtement when they read another book in the series
one in the UCF community.
stories from the lives of stu- like · it. She said putting
Submissions should be dents.
together a book with the stobetweep 300 and 1,200 words.
"It's very exciting for the . ries of UCF supporters will
said. be worthwhile and benefiPublishers would like to see university," Kurtz
·s tories that are told from the "People just love UCF."
cial to the university.
heart and stories that may
"It sounds like a good
Those who submit stories
ca1,1s·e a reader to cry, laugh or idea," electrical engineering that are selected by the pubget goose bumps. Students major Nick Voorhees said.
lishers will be entered into a
can submit more than one
Voorhees said he isn't drawing to win a lifetime
story, but anything contro- familiar with the book series, membership to the UCF
versial or political will not be but he said he is interested in Alumni Association, which is
selected for publication. ·
reading the book and thinks it currently valued at $750.
Kurtz said the book will will be a big hit in the UCF They will also be invited to
offer students encourage- community.
exclusive VIP events during
Chicken Soup for the UCF the time of the book launch.
ment, -motivation and hope
because they will be able to Knight's Soul will be sold
Stories can be submitted
read stories from the lives of nationwide. Kurtz said this through e-mail or mail. For more
alumni. In return, she said book will be a keepsake treas-. information. visit www.ucfulumalumni will feel a renewed ured by the UCF community ni.com/chickensoup.
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Event includes free pizza
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Featuring the best surfand skate
brands from arof,lnd the world.
Check out our locations near you:
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. Winter Park Village
Waterford Lakes.
Fashion Sq Mall surfinlandocean.com
(407) 644-0800 (407) 382-0190 (407) 893-6440 . * Al;kassociateformoredetails
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"Sometimes it's a little disappointing. I think that when
there's so much technology
everywhere around us, that
should be a really good reason to understand these
things."
In the past, organizers displayed complex projects ~ t
needed to be presented and
explained, said Christopher
Brown, president of CAOS
and a graduate research assistant in the Laser Plasma Laboratory. He said this year
those complicated projects
will be joined by some simpler activities.
"It's not that fun, really,''.
s~d Fournier, after abandoning his explanation of one of
the old displays. "Th~ goal is
to kind · of get rid of these
complicated demos and to'
have more fun ones. The goal
for the demos is to really
make them kid-level, and
adults usually like kid demos,
·too."
Most of the activities will
keep to the theme of r~bows and the nature of light,
Brown said. Among other
. things, he said that visitors
will be able to race solarpowered cars by applying
colored gels that accept light
in varying amounts and move
the cars in speeds relative to
the amount of light absorbed
. Amy ThomP.s<>n. co-chair
of Optics Day planning and a
graduate research assistant in
the Nanophotonics Device
Group, said the optics stu..
dent volunteers also plan to
display some of the old
demos that explain basic concepts in the field of optics.
Visitors · to this year's
Optjcs Day will also benefit
from ;the giveaways, which
will include prisms that separate white light into the color
spectrQm, diffractive glasses
that create rainbows by separating atmospheric light and
laser pointers, Brown said.
Free pizza will also be
offered, and Thompson said
the event organizers plan to
have plenty for everyone.

••

•

•
•

COURTESY CAOS.CREOL.UCF.EDU

Participants at Optics Day 2007 use liquid nitrogen to tum milk and sugar into ice
cream. This year's Optics Day will feature hands-on actim;es pertaining to light.

"We usually get 200 to 300
[students]," Thompson said.
''We're hoping to top 300 this
year."
Speakers at the event will
include Dean Eric Van Stryland and Emeritus Professor
of Optics Michael Bass. Bass
taught a course on the history
and culture of scienc;e, and
Brown said that he has a talent for sparking scientific
curiosity.
"LB.ass is] very interested
in breaking down that barrier
between science and people
who are not interested in science and trying to get them
to be interested," Brown said
Optics Day is part of the
college's ongoing effort to
show the rest of the· campus
what kind of research they

•

are conducting and what they
contribute to the university.
''We have a lot of research
that goes on that I don't think
a lot of people Im.ow about,''
Brown said. "So that's why
we open our building."
David Hagan, associate
dean of Academic Programs,
said that he agrees the college
is sort of a mystery to many
students and said they 'want
more DCF engineering and
physics graduates to look to
the College of Optics and
Photonics.
"It's always a disappointment to us how few of UCF
undergraduates apply to our
program," Hagan said "It's
another motivation for us to let
students kp.ow there's s~mething good going on here."
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UCF 68

I RICE 60
PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

Seniors
deserved
more
attention

PHOTOS BY ANDY JACOBSOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Five Knights say goodbye
at home with win over Rice
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

The UCF seniors started, top, while fans showed their support for the graduating Knights, above. Mike
Battle, Stanley Billings, Chip Cartwright, Dave Noel and Mike O'Donnell played their final home game.

The UCF Men's Basketball team won a close game
over the Rice Owls on Saturday night 68-60.
It was a critical win for
the Knights' conference
tournament seeding and
their confidence as they fmish the regular season this
week on the road.
But above all, the game
was a tribute to the team's
five seniors who were playing in their fmal home game:
guards Mike O'Donnell,
Dave Noel, Chip Cartwright,
Mike Battle and center Stanley Billings.
"They've meant an awful
lot to our program and our
school," UCF head coach
Kirk Speraw said. "They've
been tremendous representatives of our university and
having done so in a very fme
way. It was good that they
went out on a win."
The evening began with_
each senior coming out on
to the court along side family members, being recognized by the more than
5,000 fans in attendance and
receiving a large framed
photo of himself in action.

NEWS TO NOTE
FIRST, LASTTIME FOR EVERYTHING
Wrth guards Chip Cartwright and
Mike Battle entering the starting
lineup Saturday, UCF saw for the first
and last time all of its seniors start.
OFFTHE BENCH AGAIN
Although his second trip to the
bench this season was for different
reasons than the first,Jerrnaine Taylor
still ended up leading the Knights
with 20 points.
THIRD WITHIN REACH
With a win over Houston on
Wednesday, the Knights would hold
the tiebreaker for the third seed in
the Conference USA Championship,
which start next week.

A microphone was then
handed to O'Donnell, the
team's most experienced
player with 88 career starts.
O'Donnell thanked his
family, teammates, coaches
and the fans, whom he
called the best in the country. His speech was short
and sweet, but after he said
his fmal words, the realizaPLEASE SEE NOEL ON A12

Saturday was a big night
for the UCF Men's Basketball
team, and it's sad that, for
one half, most of the crowd
couldn't care less.
It was the last night to see
five players at home; the first
and last time Mike Battle,
Stanley Billings, Chip
Cartwright, Dave Noel and
Mike O'Donnell started
together.
It was the last chance to
watch the Knights at home in
their inaugural season in the
New UCF Arena.
And most of you didn't
care.
Apparently flying beach
balls and playing keep away
with arena security is significantly more interesting and
entertaining than a basketball
game.
That's fine, I guess, but if
those things are so muc_h fun,
why even come out to the
games?
You can play with beach
balls at home, and there is no
red-polo wearing mafia trying to thwart your fun.
Yeah, the no-sign and noballs rules are kind of lame,
but they are rules, and we
should at least pretend to
care about them.
UCF is already the clock
tower for the death bell of
originality - "Zombie
Nation," "Hey Baby," et al and now we giggle and cheer
when someone can outmaneuver a glorified hall monitor.
I guess we are all 13 years
old again.
All that commotion takes
away from the game.
How embarrassing is it
that the moments in which
the crowd cheered the loudest coincided with made free
throws by Rice and turnovers
by UCF. Great job, guys.
It got so bad that even
UCF head coach Kirk Speraw
had to come out at the end of
halftime to talk to the student
section and tell them to
behave.
Stay classy, UCF.
After the game, Speraw
was nothing but supportive
of the fans.
"They're great students,"
Speraw said. "They've been
great all year with their enerPLEASE SEE BALLS ON A11

UCF makes it7 straight wins
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

Last week, offense fueled the
UCF Baseball team. This weekend,
the offense fell off a bit, so the
team's pitching and defense
stepped up. No matter how they
got it done, the result was the same
for the Knights: a three-game
sweep.
The Knights downed the Central Michigan Chippewas by
respective scores of 4-0, 10-5 and 43 at Jay Bergman Field this past
weekend UCF is now 7-0 on the
season, its best start since 1996. A
lot ofthe credit goes to its pitchers,
who allowed just eight runs in the
three games and have struck out at
least 10 batters in every game this
season, the longest streak since Jay
Bergman Field opened in 2001
Sunday's contest was the most
contested of the weekend, but the
Knights came through with some
timely hitting in the eighth inning.
Ryan Richardson and Eric Kallstrom started the-inning with singles to center field, putting runners
at the comers with no outs. After

TEAM
CMU
UCF

5 6 7 8 9
0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 X
1 2

3 4

the Knights got caught in a rundown, which kept Richardson on
third but resulted in a double play,
Josh Siebenaler lined the first pitch
he saw up the middle for the goahead run.
Justin Weiss picked up his first
save of the year with a perfect
ninth inning.
The Knights got on the board
first with a couple of runs in the
opening
inning.
Siebenaler
reached base on an error to start
the inning. A ground out by
Dwayne Bailey and a single by
Tyson Auer would put runners on
the comers with one out, anq. Colin
Arnold brought them both,home
with a double off the left-field wall
The Chippewas (1-6) answered
the Knights' two runs with a run in

FINAL
3
4

each of the second and third
innings. They would tie the score
at 3-3 in the seventh inning, taking
away a potential win from UCF
starter Mitch Herold He gave up
two runs in five innings of work
and struck out six batters. But he
was just one of a few UCF pitchers
who were successful against Central Michigan.
The best performance of the
weekend came from UCF pitcher
Jaager Good on Friday night. The
senior pitched like his surname,
but wasn't always smooth. After a
five-pitch first inning, Good
allowed a walk and a single to start
the second inning.
After a sacrifice bunt moved the

ANDY JACOBSOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

PITCHING ON A14

UCF's Cody Allen pitched three strong innings against Central Michigan on Saturday in the
Knights' 10-S win. Allen struck out five en route to picking up the win over the Chippewas.
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Knights' regular se~on
concludes with vi
RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

If the UCF Women's Basketball team was looking for a
game in which to play the best
two halves of its season, the
Knights certainly picked a
good time to do it.
UCF blew past Memphis
81-69 in the final game of the
regular season giving them a
much-needed
confidence
boost heading into the Conference USA tournament,
which starts Thursday.
"This was a great win for
us today and a great way to go
into the conference tournament," UCF head coach Joi
Williams said in a press
release. "We did it through
defense. We had a few lulls,
but we were able to come
back and get stops. I am proud
of the way we closed out the
regular season, and this win
will be really good for our
confidence."
Emma Cannon led the way
for the Knights with 20 points
and nine rebounds, but the big
story of the night was Tia
Lewis.
Lewis grabbed 14 rebounds
in the game to become UCF's
all-time
single-season
rebound leader with 336, surpassing Tamika Cooley's 335
rebounds during the 1993-94
campaign. Lewis also finished
the regular season first on the
team in points (12.0) and
rebounds (11.6).
UCF (10-19 overall, 3-13 in
C-USA) reached the doubledigit win plateau for the first
time since the 2004-05 season.
The Knights also improved to
3-1 on the season when they
score 80 or more points.
"We held our composure
today and played with poise,"
Williams said "I am so proud
of this young team for how
well they have come along
from the start of the season.
They have learned how to
hang on to leads and put
everything together."
UCF forced Memphis into
18
turnovers
and
outrebounded them 45-35,
including 21 offensive boards.
The Knights also shot 46.9
percent from the field,
including 50 percent in the
second half.
When the Knights' lead
was trimmed to 71-65 with 2:35
remaining, the Knights went
on a 6-0 run to put the game
away.
UCF led by as many as 16
when Jelisa Caldwell connected on a jumper with 16:09
remaining.
Chelsea Wtley, who had a
career-high 19 points, helped
UCF get out to a 21-8 lead with
11:35 to play in the first half.
The Tigers then used a 22-8
run to take a 30-29 lead with

i
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UCF forward Tia lewis had 14 rebounds in the Knights' 81-69 win over M phis on
Saturday. She now holds the program's record for most rebounds in a sin e season.

2:27 until the break, but UCF
was able to score nine unanswered points to head into the
break up 38-30.
Thursday against UAB, the
Knights weren't as sharp,
defensively. UAB sank 11
three-pointers en route to a
68-63 victory, but the Knights
didn't go down without a
fight.
'Trailing 60-46 with 4:44
remaining, the Knights used a
17-6 run to pull within three
off a 3-pointer by Marshay
White with 33 seconds left.
On the next possession,
UCF's D'Nay Daniels missed
a 3-pointer and the Knights
were forced to foul, putting
the Blazers at the line to ice
the game.·
"We had a good opportunity to win [that game],"
Williams said. "I am really
proud of the way our team
fought back. They showed
great effort in the second half
and that is the way we are
going to play from this point
forward We had a lot of shots
there at the end, but we just
couldn't get them to fall."
White and Daniels led the
way for UCF with 16 points
each, but Lewis was once

again the story of· e game.
Lewis brou
down a
career-high 17 b ds to put
her in po~ition t capture the
record on Saturd night.
"Tia is a fan ·c rebounder," Williams s d. "_S he just
has natural rebounding
instincts. She
17 rebounds
and gave a gre effort on the
boards."
Down 33-19 t the half, the
Knights sto
d out of the
break on a 14- run to cut the
Blazers lead t
33 with 15:41
remaining, t the Blazers
were able t push the lead
back to 12 wi back-to-back3pointers.
"We st
half really
down the
or," Williams
said 'We sai at halftime that
we needed be aggressive
because we dn't feel like we
essive as we
in the first half.
Our defens really turned it
on in the sec nd half."
The Kni ts will open the
Conference USA Championship as th No. 12 seed and
will on tak on No. 5 seed
Southern
s on Thursday
with tip-offs for 5:30 p.m. at
the New UC Arena
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Softball wins 3 during weekend
MELISSA HEYBOER
Editor-in-Chief

After splitting the first
two games of the Altamonte
Springs tournament Friday,
the UCF Softball team
outscored its opponents 19-6
on day two, defeating Villanova and Vermont 11-4 and
8-2, respectiveiy.
The Knights' only loss of
the first two days came at the
hands of Team USA on
Friday in a 1-0 loss in which
pitcher Allison Kime held the
Olympic team to just three
hits.
"Allison worked the plate
re1ally well to keep Team
USA off balance. and the big
plays on defense allowed us
to be competitive with a
tough-hitting squad," UCF
head coach Renee LuersGillispie said.
UCF's bats were kept
silent throughout the game,
as they were held hitless
through seven innings.
Team USA s~ored its only
run of the game the bottom
of the sixth inning. With one
out, Team USA's Jessica
Mendoza laid down a bunt
single down the third base
line and then stole second on
the next at bat.
Two batters later, Andrea
Duran singled t<:> right field,
scoring Mendoza from second for the one and only run
of the game.
'We were extremely honored to have the opportunity
to play against the best team
in the world," Luers-Gillispie
said. "I was really proud of
the way the girls played, and
we know if we keep that level
of intensity, we will have a
great chance of making a run
at a regional appearance."
The loss moved UCF to 11 through the first day of play
after defeating instate rival
Florida A&M 10-6 earlier in
the day.
UCF's
Diana
Rojas
grabbed her first win of the
season in a 4.1-inning effort
after coming in relief for
starting pitcher Lexi Gre-

\n

sham.
Four Knights earned two
hits each in the 12-hit effort
from UCF.
UCF improved its overall
record to 13-9 Saturday with
two solid wins.
The Knights got things
started early against Villanova, scoring seven ofits 11 runs

Balls
diminish
import of

game
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gy, and they've brought so

SCORE RECAP

GAME 1_

UCF
FAMU

An

MARCH 8 & 9 ONLY!

FORYOU

10
6

GAME3

UCF
11
VILLANOVA 4

All LANE BRYANT locations in the
Greater Orlando and Tampa areas ...

GAME 4

. VERMONT
UCF

Please call 407 .275.9118
for the nearest LANE BRYANT location.

2
8

in the first two innings of
play. In those two innings
alone, the Knights totaled
five hits, including a threerun homerun from pitcher
Ashleigh Cole in the second
inning.
Villanova closed the gap
in the bottom of the third,
plating two runs off two hits
and one error to cut the lead
to five.
UCF would bounce back,
however, scoring another run
in each of the fifth and sixth
innings.
Both UCF and Villanova
would score two runs each in
the seventh inning, but it
wouldn't be enough for the
Wildcats, falling 11-4 to the
Knights.
Cole grabbed her fourth
win of the season, throwing a
seven-hit complete game.
She also led the Knights at
the plate going 2-for-4 with
three RBIs.
The Knights would carry
that momentum into game
two, defeating, Vermont 8-2
with the help of a career-high
15 strikeouts for Kime.
Kime earned her first win
of the tournament and her
seventh of the season in the
complete-game effort. She
allowed just seven hits in the
game.
Once again, the Knights
jumped on the ball early,
grabbing two runs in the first
inning. Marquita Council led
offthe inning with a walk and
quickly stole second. The
next batter Breanne Javier
would rip an RBI single up
the middle to score Council.
Javier would later score
the second run off a fielder's
choice and a throwing error
from the Catamounts.

LANE BRYANT

Sl10p 24ll at 1ane11ryant.com

stzes 14-28

212879
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Senior Allison Kime pitched two of the UCF's first four games in the Altamonte Springs
Tournament. She struck out 1Sin the Knights' 8-2 win over Vermont on Saturday.

The runs didn't stop there.
however. The Knights plated
three more runs in the top of
the third off two walks, two
wild pitches an error and just
one hit.
The Knights would grab
another run an inning later to
take a commanding 6-0 lead.
Vermont would stage a
comeback in the top of the
sixth, but would fall short,
plating just two runs.
UCF scored two more
runs in its half of the sixth off
two hits, including a home
run by senior Lindsey DeaIL
Despite eight runs, the
Knights produced just four
hits in the game. Javier went
l-for-3 at the plate with an
RBI and two runs scored.
The Knights concluded
the Altamonte Springs Tournament on Sunday but
results weren't available at
press time.
Check Wednesday's edition of the Future for a full
recap.

~UCF~~

Become a Member of the
International Students Association
The International Students Association (ISA) is a
diverse and cultural entity on the UCF campus.
Our main mission is to unite all the various
cultures present on campus as well as to promote
understanding and acceptance of different cultures.
Our goal is to promote togetherness, unity,
friendship and diversity.
We have open board positions for dedicated
individuals with an interest in all things international.

See our website for information on
upcoming meeting times:

CLASSIFIEDS

http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-isa/index.html
or www.intl.ucf.edu

Contact iscevents@mail.ucf.edu with any questions.

Place and view ads online anytime at:

www.KnightNewspapers.com/cl$sifieds

much life into this facility,
and that's what they need
to do. And just bring it
with a lot of class and a lot
of energy and continue to
develop that whole sectioIL"
What he doesn't say is
how disheartening it is to
have a fan base with such a
lack of respect for its team.
But there has to be in
inkling down in there
somewhere, considering
the massive amounts of
people that are actually
showing up.
Attendance is up 80
percent from last year to
nearly 5,000 per game.
If you are going to
come out in those mnnbers - and potentially
more - then the least you
can do is respect the players and the game.
I mean, the only time
the fans really made their
presence felt was in the
final minutes, as Rice
mounted its comeback
And yes, everyone was
going crazy, but what does
it say that the only time
we could get everyone
going was when the the
team with the worst
offense and one of the
worst defenses actually
pulled within two.
It says that we ruined a
perfect opportunity to
honor the sepiors, and
now we have to wait eight
months to redeem ourselves.

PRESENT THIS AO WITH YOUR STUDENT ID & RECEIVE A

4-DAV SUPERTICKET FOR JUST sso!!
Beach Volleyball, Music, Free Camping, Contests & Prizes!
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Noel's offense, defense helps Knights hold off Owls
them to go 0-of-9 from 3-point
range.
The Knights maintained
tion of the moment caught up
their
double-digit
lead
with the usually focused
throughout
most
of
the
secO'Donnell.
ond
half
until
the
Owls
"Usually, I'm just so concentrated on the game, I try stormed back with an 11-1 run
not to get emotional," O'Don- - assisted by a couple of UCF
nell said. "After I said a little turnovers - during the final
something to the crowd, I kind seven minutes of the game.
'We forced [the ball] a little
of felt a little bit like Wow, this
bit,"
O'Donnell said. "I think a
is the last one.' That kind of hit
couple
of guys were trying to
me a little quick, but once the
make plays that just weren't
tap goes up, you've got to get
there.''
rid of that."
· Suddenly, the Knights' lead
Battle and Cartwright
had
gone from as much as 19
received their first career
in
the
second half down to
starts at UCF as all five seniors were on the court for tip- two with 2:27 left in the senoff. But maybe the lineup iors' final home game. This
change negatively effected the was no longer a celebration of
Knights' offense in the open- some great UCF careers; the
ing minutes as the Owls, who Knights were in jeopardy of
entered the contest on a 16- closing out their home schedgame losing streak, claimed ule with a loss to a three-win
an early 6-2 advantage in the team.
Noel, who said the run was
first four minutes.
due
to Rice's aggressiveness
The Knights (16-12 overall,
along
with UCF's complacen9-5 in Conference USA) got
cy,
hit
a couple of free throws
their first lead about one
to
put
his team up by four.
minute later at 8-6 off of a
jumper from junior Jermaine Then with 1:32 remaining, TayTaylor. Nearly three minutes lor delivered the dagger as he
later, UCF's defense really came off a screen near the right
clamped down as it held the baseline and drained a 3-pointOwls (3-24 overall, 0-14 in C- er to give UCF a 63-56 lead
The Knights committed 19
USA) to just two points in a
turnovers
in the game and
span of more than six minutes.
shot
just
33.3
percent in the
The Knights took advantage as a couple of plays from second half, but they held on
seniors finished a 16-2 UCF to their No. 4 spot in C-USA
The Knights will now turn
run, which gave them a 29-13
their attention to the conferlead.
With about five minutes to ence's No. 3 team, Houston
play in the half, Rice tried to (21-7 overall, 10-4 in C-USA).
The Cougars are coming
save a ball from going out of
off
a loss to East Carolina on
bounds after a bad pass, but an
Owl tipped it to O'Donnell Saturday, and if the Knights
instead. He passed the ball can beat them Wednesday in
over to Noel on the fast break Houston, it would give UCF
and he skied over Rice's Rod- the inside track to claim the
ney Foster for a two-hand third seed in next week's condunk. The run was capped ference tournament.
But that game is still a couwhen Battle hit a 3-pointer on
ple
of days away. In the immethe ne:,p: possession.
Despite 12 turnovers in the diate time after Saturday's
first half, UCF was able to take win, the seniors were still
a 39-23 lead into halftime. reflecting on their days of
They made up for their poor playing at home for UCF.
"It's kind of hard," Noel
ball control by outrebounding
the Owls 22-12 and forcing said of his last collegiate home
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UCF guards Jermaine Taylor, above left, and Dave Noel led the Knights in UCF's 68-60 win over Rice on Saturday. Taylor led the Knights with 20 points off the bench, while Noel scored 13
of his 19 points in the first half. The 19 points by Noel was his second highest total of the season, while it was Taylor's 19th game with 20 or more points.

game. "I never thought it was
going to get here. We talked
about it this past week, and we
knew it was going to be senior
night, but it's one thing to talk
about it.
"It went fast, but I'm happy

I played here. I'm happy I got a
chance to witness this because
UCF is on the rise, and I am
just happy to get an opportunity to come out and play."
O 'Donnell said he would
reflect on his UCF home

career later Saturday night,
but he knows the basketball
season is far from over, and
said he is looking forward to
jumping into the game plan
for Houston right away.
He also wouldn't mind

gaining a bit of revenge after
the Cougars came into the
New UCF Arena and left with
an 84-81 victory on Feb. 2.
The Knights and Cougars
will tip-off at 8 p.m., Wednesday in Houston.
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The University of Central Florida
Annou-nces APublic Forum:
Sponsored by the UCF Global Petspcctives Office, UCF Diplomacy Program, UCF Political Science Department, UCF
International Semces Centeti UCF En$lish Department and the Global Connections Foundation

Apresentation by

ChrisAbani
Exiled Nigerian author of novels
such as Song/or Night, Graceland
and The Virgin ofFlames. Abani is
also a professor at the University of
California, Riverside, and recipient
of the PEN USA Freedom-to-Write
Award, the Prince Claus Award, a
Lannan Literary Fellowship, a
California Book Award, a Hurston/
Wright Legacy Award and the
PEN Hemingway Book Prize.
Date:

(~

University of

Central
Florida

Thursday, March 6, 2008
3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Location: Student Union
Cape Florida Ballroom
This forum is free and open to the public.

burs. March 6

For more information, please contact the Global Perspectives_ Office
407-823-0935 or global@mail.ucf.edu
www.ucfglobalperspectives.org

Fri.March1

lu ehserved

ff:30-12:31 .

use 11our UCF I.D. or UCF business card for entry
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Nova Southeastern ijniversity offers bachelor's, master's and doctoral degree
programs with classes at night, on weekends and even pnline. It's a brilliant way
to advance your career without interrupting your life. Nova Southeastern University
is Florida's largest not-for-profit, private university with distinguished faculty and
state-of-the-art faciliti~s.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
· LEADERSHIP
MANAGEMENT
FAMILY THERAPY
MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING
NURSING
.
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT
SCHOOL GUIDANCE & COUNSELING
SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY

(M.B.A., 0.8.A.)
(A.A., B.S., M.S., Ed.S., Ed.D.)
(M.S., Ed.S., Ed.O.)
(M.S.)

(D.S.)
(M;S.)
(M.S.)
(RN to BSN)
(M.M.S.)
(M.S.)
(M.S,)

www.nova.edu/sec/orlando

RSVP 407·264·5601
4850 Millenia Boulevard ·
(Located off 1-4 near the Millenia Mall)
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Pitching shines in second-series

UNIVERSITY
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER
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some good changeups there
and it really worked"
UCF head coach Jay
Bergman decided to take out
Good after he threw five scoreless innings because of the
amount of stress that was
placed on him during those
two Central Michigan threats.
The Knights would get all
the offense they needed in the
second inning with a couple of
runs that should never have
scored
UCF catcher Rob Lara
came to the plate with the
bases loaded and two outs. He
swung at the first pitch and
sent the ball .straight up and
four Chippewas gathered
around the pop up in front of
the pitcher's mound The first
baseman, Hoorelbeke, called
them off at the last minute, but
the ball fell out of his glove
allowing Colin Arnold and
Shane Brown to score.
The Knights would tack on
another run in the third and
eighth innings while Carmine

· ~ers up to second and third
with one out, Good struck out
James Teas and Tyler Kipke to
end the inning.
But the going got even
tougher for Good in the fourth
inning, when Tyler · Stovall
opened the inning with a base
hit, which was followed by to
Noah Lankford being hit by a
pitch and a walk to Sean
Hoorelbeke..
Again, Good battled back
by striking out the next three
batters.
"It was kind ofa rollercoaster ride for me,'' Good said.
''Tlie first inning, I wish all of
them could have been like that,
but you got to do big things µi
those situations in tight games
like that.
''I think today was the first
day in a long time that I felt like
my stuff was there. The curveball was really sharp today, and
it helped me out, and then I got

"The Doctor {S Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044 ·
Hours: Monday~Friday 8am~8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holictars

UniversityWalldn ..com
Most Insurances Accepted
(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse
Road and Alafaya, next to Kentucky Fried Chicken)

Giardina and Justin Weiss pre- tunate in the sixth.
The Chippewas loaded the
served what Good began.
Those two Knights pitched the bases with two out when Stofinal four innings, gave up just vall crushed Griggs' offering
two· hits and struck out five over the wall in left-center field
for a grand slam·that cut the
batters.
Saturday's game had more Knights' lead to 5-4.
offense, and except
one bad
But the Kni~ts' offense
pitch, the Knights' pitching backed up its pitching in the
bottom half of the inning with
was very stellar once again.
After getting on the board two runs off of two balks and
with ·a run in the third inning, two errors from Central Michithe Knights added four more gan.
''I think we pitched well
runs in the fifth inning, thanks
in part to two Central Michigan today other than that one
errors. The Knights' third and inning when they hit the grand
fourth runs of the inning came slam,'' Bergman said "Our sucoil an RBI single by Arnold and cess over the years has been
.built on pitching and defense.
a sacrifice fly by Brown·
UCF starting pitcher Kyle We have to have that to be conSweat pitched. decently head- sistent, so I think that's what's
ing into the fifth inning, but helping us get by right now:'
The Knights' next game is
with two outs, two runriers on
and his pitch count at 97, Brian tomorrow as part of a homeGriggs relieved Sweat as he and-home series with Jackwas one out away of qualifying sonville (6-0). The Knights will
face the Dolphins at home at
for the win.
Griggs was able to get out of 6:30 p.m., before going up
the fifth without letting any north to face them in their ballruns score, but he wasn't as for- park Wednesday at 6:30 p.m.
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Hookas, Pyrex, Handpipes, Papers, Blunts, Salvia, Body Cleaners, Jewelry, Incense,
· Can Safes, Shisila, Fine Tob~cos, Herbal Smoke

Located in Reedy Plaza

llltroducing
Truly
.
Unlimited Calling.
.

(

10376 E. Colonial Drive#103 • Orlando, FL 32817 • 407-273-5020
18+ • ID Re uired
(

TAGLIT• n""lln
BIRTHRIGHT ISRAEL

.

www.birthrightisrael.c<?m

• Call anyone on any network in the U.S.
• Even landlines
~ Talk as

much as you want
• Flat rate of s9999MonthlyAccess
(Activation fees, taxes & other charges apply.)*

Switch to America's Most
Reliable Wireless Network®
Multimedia flip .phone
Alias™ by Samsung
> Full QWERTY keyboard
Taglit-Birthright Israel provides free, ten-day trips to Israel for
Jewish young adults ages 18 to 26. Register now at

> V CAST Music & Video capable

WWW.BIRTHRIGHTISRAEL.COM
s79~?rrebate
Samsung SCH-u740: $129.99
2-yr. price - $50 maif-in rebate.
With new 2-yr. activation.

The new touch screen
Voyager™ by LG
> Touch screen & full
QWERTY keyboard

> Multimedia & VZ
Navigator™ready

$

2 99~?r

rebate
LG Voyager: $349.99 2-yr. price
- $50 mail-in rebate. With new
2-yr. activationon Nationwide
Calling Plan.
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. Call 1.888.640~8776

Click verizonwireless.com

Visit any store
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VERIZON WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS STORES
Open SundaYl. Technicians available at ,elect locations.

KISSIMMEE

MERRITT ISLAND

440 E. Altamonte
SpringsDr.
407-83H664

1340 W. Osceola Pkwy.,
Ste. 101
407-343-0516

Merritt Island Square Mall
next to Sears
321-454-3211

DAYTONA BEACH

LADY LAKE

OCOEE

2475 W. International
Speedway Blvd.
386-226-8000

870 N. Hwy. 27/441, Ste. G.
352-350-2861

GAINESVILLE

Lake Square Mall Kiosk
near Food Court
352-787-2449

West Oaks Mall
in front of Bath
&· Body Works
407-?90-0000

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS

•
•
•
•

OaksMall Kiosk
next to Gator Mania
352-331-0379

KIRKMAN

3120 S. Kirkman Rd.
407-294-2S15.

LEESBURG

MELBOURNE
1406 W. New Haven
321-984-0320

ORANGE CITY
1169 Saxon Blvd.,
Ste. 100
386-774-1822

ORLANDO
2914 E. Colonial Dr.
407-894-5770

7720 S. Orange
Blossom Trail
407-851 -9040

OVIEDO
8155 Red Bug Lake Rd.
407-365-4949

SANFORD
Seminole Towne
Center Kiosk 2nd Floor
407-320-1949
1615 Rinehart Rd. #107
407-321-0186

WATERFORD LAKES
626 N. Alafaya Tri.,
Ste. 109
407-823-7751

WINTER GARDEN

3107 Daniels Rd.,
Ste. 102
407-905-4701

THE VERIZON
WIRELESS
STORE
INSIDE ·
.

0.

~.,..,,,.......
Gainesville
Lady lake
Ocala

THE VERIZON

WIRELTula

STORE •
INSIDE •

t

. ........

BUSINESS
CUSTOMERS
PLEASE CALL
1,800.VZW.4B IZ
(899.4249)

In Collaboradon with

Alq1tel•Lucent@

t Verizon Wireless not available at all BJ's Wholesale/Mell)bership Clubs.

*Our Surcharges(incl. Fed. Univ. Svc. of 10.2% of interstate & int'I telecom charges (varies quarterly), 7( Regulatory & 70( Administrative/line/mo., & others by area) are not taxes (details:
1-888-684-1888); gev'ttaxes & our surcharges could add 6%- 26% to your bill. Activation fee/line: $3S ($ZS.for secondary Family SharePlan• lines w/2-yr. Agmts)
IMPORTANT CONSUMERJNFORMATION: Subject to Customer'Agmt, Calling Plan, rebate form & credit approval. Up to $175 early termination fee/line & other charges & $1.99/MB(incl. Mobile Web ads). Offers and
coverage, varying by service, not available everywhere. Rebates take up to 6weeks. Limitedtime offers. Whilesupplies last. Shipping chargesmay apply. Device capabilities: Add'I charges & conditions apply. Network
detailsand coverage maps at verizonwireless.com. Voyager is a trademark of Plantronics, Inc. used under license by Verizon Wireless. Monthly access discountsare not available on Unlimited Anytime Minute plans.
©2008 Verizon Wireless
.
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OUR STANCE
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Religious housing
is not a ntountain
B

..
•

efore any sort of con- .
struction has even had
the chance to begin, the
proposed religious-based housing facility has been turned
into a Mt. Everest-sized molehill.
There are two different
arguments·against the facility.
This is not at all surprising.
Whenever religion is involved,
the issue automatically stirs up
the hornet's nest. This is where
the first bit of controversy
comes in.
One of the arguments surrounds the idea of the housing
facility, even when it was just a
twinkle in the eyes of its creators.
The housing community
would present an atmosphere
conducive to those who follow
whatever religions are helping
in the project. Honestly, what
that exactly means we are not
quite sure. There is a chance
that miybe this will involve
less beer consumption than the
average apartment complex,
but you never lmow.
The challenge presented is
that this is somehow unfair to
the rest of the student popula. tion and that one selective religious group would get this
housing is wrong, since everyone will not be so lucky.
There are some prol?lems
with this mindset. ;First of all, it
assumes that the living facility
will be superior to everyone
else's - imagine a glowing
gold halo surrounding each
apartment - which is nearly
impossible to rate. What is
good living for some could be
seen as torture for someone
else.
It comes across as a juvenile
mentality. The idea that "if we
cannot have it, then nobody
can have it" severely inhibits
progress.
The real silver bullet for this

with if you choose to live near
argument is that the housing
a major university such as UCF.
will not be exclusive.
Plus, we don't think that
Nobody is saying you must
be religious to live there or that Carillon will have to worry too
much about the wild parties
you have to conform to their
that are bound to be thrown by
beliefs. ·The only thing you
have to do is·have some respect the religious housing community. Very rarely will you hear,
for the various things that go
"Well, when they get that
on there. That means that an
Communion wine in them, you .
atheist could sign up for the
housing and probably live there never lmow what they will do."
Carillon's hissy fits are real- .
just fine. It will be available for
ly overdone by now. It is undereveryone as long as you show
stood that UCF cannot even
some tolerance.
.
· Not just that, but the Central look at a piece ofland outside
the main circle of campus withFlorida Hillel Foundation, the
out the Carillon community
group that is spearheading the
acting as if their world will ·
project, is trying nQt to make
the community one-sided.
come crashing down around
them.
They want to bring in another
organization of another reliBoth arguments against religious housing create massive
gious persuasion, such as the
Catholic church, in order to ·
ordeals out of something that is
not a big deal at all.
diversify and avoid creating a
Is a housing community that
completely Jewish community.
· The second aspect of the
· caters to various religious sects
disagreement has less to do
really that bad? It is not excluwith the fact that it is religious- sive; anyone can live there.
ly tied and more to do with
This is not some scandal of
physical location.
national proportions. This is
And boy, is it a shocker.
just people wanting a place to
Can you believe that the
live and wanting that place to
Carillon community would
match the other aspects of
want to put a stop to an expantheir lives.
sion of something at UCF?
Trying to say that they are
That's right, the same peosecluding themselves ignores
ple who fought kicking and
a basic principle of human
screaming to stop the building
nature. We, as people, tend to
of Bright House Networks Stasurround ourselves with peodium are angry about someple·like ourselves. This is fine
thing else being built near
as long as you still reach out to
them.
others, which we can assume
Their complaints are beginthe people who live there will
ning to sound a lot like that one do. They are not boarding up
old guy· in your neighborhood
and never leaving. The people
who yells at you and shakes his who live there will still inter- ·
cane while telling you to stay
act with the community and
off his lawn.
still go to class and probably
Eventually, Carillon must
still have fun. This is not
come to terms with the fact
Waco.
that they live near a state uniA group of like-minded reliversity that will be expanding
gious people living together in
one housing community is not
over time. Construction and
outward movement are just
a big deal in the grand scheme
something you have to deal
of things.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the edit-Or should not exceed 300 words; we ma.y edit for length. Submit them online
at www.Centra/FloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-4474556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

Arts should keep
equal standingF

•
•
t

lorida's latest decision to
drop its controversial
: proposal _to cap the Bright
Futures merit-scholarship program is a sigh of relief. The
Board of Governors has instead
decided to "focus on protecting
Florida's public universities
from budget cuts," a move that
it should have·been focusing on
from the beginning, rather than
proposing to cap valuable
scholarship dollars.
The origf.t?.al proposal was to
cap the scholarships at current
levels and redistribute a portion of the money to lowincome families instead of basing it on academics. It also
sought to boost the award
money for students who surprise, surprise - decided to
pursue a degree in the sciences.
This was a shallow move by
the state to strip middle-class
students with high grades
.
seeking a degree in the arts or
humanities out of money. Once
again, the state is giving precedence to the sciences by pro. posing to allow some of the
redistributed money to boost
the scholarships of those students majoring in science,
math, technology or engineering, while decreasing the
amount for those interested in
the arts.
As of now, Sen. Jeremy Ring

- the bill's founder_:, has
agreed to back off on making
any cuts, but still "wants to
increase the awards for highdemand degrees." The majority·
of the research money and
grants at UCF already go to the
sciences. The Institute for Simulation and Training received
$14 million in research funding
during the 2006-2007 fiscal
year. The College of Engineering and Computer Science
received $20.9 million, and the
College of Optics and Photonics received $16.l million. Why
is it necessary to continue to
increase funds to these programs while exploiting the arts?
It is clear from Ring's latest
statement to pursue monetary
increases for science majors
that the bill is being backed by
those who invest in them. As
we've stated before, outside
investors need to stop discounting the arts and
humanities from their checkbooks, but now the state has
jumped on the bandwagon.
The College of Arts and
Humanities students should
not feel a pinch in their pocketbooks because the state has
decided that degrees in the sciences are more "valuable" to
them. The arts are equal in
importance and value to the
science and technology pro-

grams, and the state and Sen.
Ring should be ashamed of
proposing such a discriminatory bill. It is sad to see our senators appreciating only a portion of the citizens whom it
vows to represent. It is in, fact
the duty of the state to ensure
that those interested in the arts
and humanities are given the
same opportunities as those
interested in other·fields.
In addition, the bill's proposal to shift the focus from
grades to income reflects the
state's desperation to find
more money to back low.i ncome programs that ate
already in place, such as the
Pell Grant and other student
aid. The plan also reiterated
that the scholarship would not
cover tuition increases convenient addition in the
wake of a:3o percent tuition
increase at other Florida universities. The administration
has tried to get that same
increase at UCF.
We're glad that the bill has
been turned-down and the program won't be cut, but the
issue of increasing awards for
only science majors is still on
the table. We urge the state to
rethink its continued support
- in dollars - 'of the sciences
while stripp4J.g its support
from the arts. ·
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To enjoy life, eat,

drink and be merry
I couldn't care less. The mo$1:
A friendly co-worker of
important part of my diet is hapmine works really hard to
maintain something that othpiness, and if I'm not getting that
by doing what's good for me, than
ers admire and covet: Good
health. He's a natural athlete
what's good for me becomes
what's bad for me.
with a great muscular build.
Health-related illnesses just
and he can run faster than
most people I lmow.
don't concern me. The thing
that's great about the human
· One of the funniest things
body is that it fmds ways to fix
is to walk into the office and
itself: Throughout history there
see him eating a bowl of ·
BEN BADIO
Contributing Writer
unsweetened oatmeal and
have been hundreds of different
plagues, terminal illnesses and
drinking a cup of black coffee
while I scarf down a triple cheeseburger
viruses, and somehow we've survived
them al1 Some o{them, like the Black
right next to him.
Ifyou don't know me, I am one of the
J.:>lague, don't even have a profound effect
most unhealthy people you could ever .
on us anymore. So why should we worry
about cancer, heart disease and diabetes
meet. I don't enjoy healthy foods of any
as if it is going to be the end of mankind?
sort. When I came to the realization that
potatoes are starches, rice is a grain and
Either modem medicine will fmd a cure
mushrooms are fungi, it dawned on me
or the problems will fix themselves. IfI
that I despise all vegetables. I put sugar in
ever get cancer or have a heart attack or a
stroke, that jµst tells me that I'm nearing
pre-sweetened cereal to intensify the flamy end. _but these diseases are not the end
vo~ and it's not a few spoonfuls; I just
pour from the bag. I'm not willing to buy
of mankind
.· I think the silliest thing about the
a burger if there aren't at least two patties
human desire to be healthy is that, while
on it. For breakfast (when I actually eat
breakfast), I crave fast-food sausage bissome will tell you that being healthy is
cuits, French-toast sticks and cinnamon
about life qu~ty, inost are only trying to
rolls. The refreshing taste of water has
stay thin. In the minds of nearly all people
been replaced in my diet by various
in Am~rican society, being healthy and
lemon-lime sodas. I've consumed so
looking good are the exact same thing.
many caffeine-packed energy drinks that
This is absurd to me.
I've resorted to buying them just because
I've lmown people who were short and
I like how they taste (they all taste bad. by wide and considered themselves fat, but
the way).
_ according to the body mass index, they
· So, of course, one day my health buff
were normal weight for their height. I
friend had to ask me, ''Why do you eat the myself am six feet tall, 186 pounds and
way you do? Don't you know that stuff is
very muscular, but according to the body
killing you?'' I wish my finals had quesmass index, I'm overweight.
tions like these, because they are the easiWhen it comes down to it, the vast
majority of people who are trying to be
' est to answer. Why do I eat what I eat?
Because I like it. Am I aware that it's
healthy are really just trying to look like
killing me? Of course. Why is it that peothe ideal man or woman. Otherwise, my
ple think I'm not aware of the fact that my short, chubby friends who work out so
eating habits complicate my health?
much would be sitting on their couches
Wouldn't it be odd to J,neet someone who
and I would be starting the first regiment
smokes three packs of cigarettes a day
of my South Beach Diet.
and doesn't lmow tpat smoking causes
Logically, if everyone started eating
more and more, everyone would end up
cancer?
We talked about health, about eating
being considered overweight, and. since
right, about exercising regularly, and my
obesity is a measure based on comparifriend made a few good points. He said
son, the concept ofwho's overweight and
that living healthy leads to living longer.
who's not would drastically change. Just
He said having good eating habits can
as there was once a time when driving at
lead to a better quality of life. My rebuttal
30 mph was considered extremely fast,
there will soon be a time when being
to his statements was this: I can eat all the
more than 200 pounds is no big deal So,
healthiest foods and exercise every single
rather than trying hard to work against
day, but if I don't enjoy doing it then it's
the inevitable, I've decided to accept it.
not worth it.
Tuer~ are people out there, like my
Imagine how unfortunate it would be
if I worked so hard to eat right, exercise
friend. who do what they're supposed to
frequently and avoid toxins, just to be hit
do to keep their bodies in good shape
because it's what they enjoy doing and it's by a car and die upon impact. What I can
what makes them happiest. Well, for me, · control is what I can use to promote my
what makes me happy is being able to eat
own happiness. I lmow that I'll never be
happy trying to stretch the length of my
whatever I want, regardless of the health
problems it brings. For me, the more junk
life because I have no control over my
food I eat, the happier I seem to be, so I've own death. So, instead of dohig everyresorted to eating nothing but the junkiest thing in my power to live a long and
unhappy life, I've become satisfied with
of junk. I am well aware that I will probably end up with heart disease, cancer or
the idea of life being short and sweet. I
diabetes, maybe even all of the above, and don't see anything wrongwith that.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, fax, in person:

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate
100 Help Wanted: General
C
125 HelpWanted:Part-Tnne C
150 Help Wanted: Ful-rnne C

175
200
225
250
275
300

BuslnessOpportunities

B

For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

B
B
A
A
B

RATES

llitt
325 For Sale: Automotive
. 350 For Sale: General
375 ForSale:Pets

B
A
A

400 Services
500 Announcements.

B

600 Travel'
700 Worship

A
B

800 Miscellaneous

B
B

900 Wanted

B
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• Pricing includes up to four lines,35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

100
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
Flyer distribution people and pressure
washer needed. Must have
transportation, cell & live in the
UCF area. Call 407-359-5901

$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers. ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

Swim Instructors/Managers
If you're good come work with the
BEST. Sharks & Minnows Swim
School. FT/PT $11-$14hr. Will Train.
(407) 699-1992. www.sharksandminnows.com
Florida Sheriffs Youth Camp Job Fair
Counselors & Food Service
EOE/DFWP
March 9, 12pm-4pm Barberville
386-749-9999 youthranches.org

Nascar Sports Grille-CityWalk
is NOW HIRING! All restaurant
positions; front and back of house plus
retail department! (407) 224-7223
Exp. babysitter for 7 y/o girl, 5 y/o boy
& newborn in Alt. Spgs. Must be avail.
during summer. Afternoons &
evenings. Light housekeeping a +.
Please email resume/hrs of avail. to
ronadesign@cfl.rr.com. Ref req.

Direct Marketing: make $60-100/day
in comm. Flex sched! Work any day(s) Mon-Fri. Transportation provided!
No exp nee., will train! Must have
good attitude,& be enthusiastic&.
dependable! Call NOW 407-860-4869
APXAlarm
Hiring Sales Rep
$14.00 per hour
call Jordan 407-492-7843

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Finish your college degree while
serving in the U.S. Army Reserve. Get
hands-on experience and an additional
paycheck every month. In the U.S.
Army Reserve, you will train near
,home and serve when needed. Earn
up to $24,012 for college costs and
$4,500 in tuition assistance per year,
plus enlil5tment bonuses up to $20,000.
To find out more, call 407-281-1274
Salesperson for Janitorial Company ir,
the Orlando Metro area. Salary plus
commission 407-359-2743 or
. 407-929-4863

AUDITIONS
Actors needed. Online Video Ads.
Women, Men, English or Spanish.
Audition reading sample script from
teleprompter. Selected earn
· $75 - $100 hr. Call for next
Audition location, times, and
directions. By Appointment Only.
Call (407) 246-4506.
Digital Video Studios, Inc.
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
'**www.dogdayafternoon.net*** email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net
Progressive ophthalmic practice
seeking PIT, FIT
professional for direct
pt. care. Flex
hrs. Must have exc.
commun, organiz, & computer
skills. Bilingual skills/ optical or pt care
experience is a plus. Training
available.

BOOKSTORE MANAGER Full Time
Gray's College Bookstore is looking
to hire the best college bookstore
manager in the state of Florida! We
are looking for an energetic, positive,
and motivated person to manage our
newest bookstore, opening in the
UCF area this spring.
Applicants should have completed
two years of college classes with at
least two years retail management
experience although all interested
parties are encouraged to apply.
College bookstore management or
work experience a definite plus.
Salary negotiable and commensurate
with experience.
If interested, please send a cover
letter and resume, via email to:
jlanier@graysbooks.com. Applicants
may also mail their resumes to:
Bookstore Manager, 541 O Boran
Place, Tampa, FL 33610 or fax them
to: 813-386-1398. Any questions,
please call 813-990-7008.

Located near Fashion Sq. Mall.
Email
resume to kperry2000@prodigy.net or
fax @ 407.876.423

Central Florida Locations

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in lake Wales, FL Activities
indude horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, June 3and
leaves Wednesday, August 13.
Call

407-29S-0080

or visit www.drde-f-duderanch.com
for more information

The Std(' o f Your I ite.

12-We~k Summer
Internship Program

Dillard's is looking for career minded, energetic, fashion
conscious Juniors and Seniors. Our Summer Internship Program
gives you full exposure to all phases of the retail environment
with one of the nation's largest fashion apparel retallers.

For consideration, please forward resume by mail to
Dillard's 300 Towne Center Circle Sanford, FL 32771
Or fax to 407-302-3603.

MODELS NEEDED
Females 18+ for various types of
modeling work. Avg. $500-$1000+/wk
Call Eric for interview at 321-746-6335

Janitorial and Floor Tech part-time in
the Oviedo and Orlando Airport areas.
Evenings 5 days a week. Call
407-359-2743 or 407-529-5133

The Following Positions:
Lifeguard • Ride Operator• Food & Beverage Cashier·
Food & Beverage Cook • Front Gate Assistance • Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

Free Admission • Free Quarterly Tickets • College
Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More!

Hpptg now:

200
Big 5BD/3BA 2 story 3,800 sf 1/2 ac
fenced backyard Rouse & Univ. Lawn
service incl. $2000 407-592-2043
Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfront homes & townhomes
3, 4 & 5 bdrm $1,215 & up. Yard incl.
407-760-0768 ensorrosa@hotmail.com
Starting at $650/0'lo- Twnhmes 1 mi to ,
UCF All appl. incl W/D, lots of
upgrades, avail now. Call Jim Payne at
Coldwell Banker 407-592-3801
1 MONTH FREEi Beautiful 1/1 condo
for rent located 1 mile from UCF on
Alafaya. Brand new appl incl W/D.
Only $700/mo Please call 305-7858456 or emall.dor214@msn.com
UCF one mile. 2bf2b duplex. Fence.
Large shed. Washer-Dryer. Ideal for 2
students! osb32816@bellsouth.net
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in a beautiful 3-bedroom, 2-bath home.
All appliances, utilities, cable, iniernel'
included. Available Immediately! 5 min
to UCF! $550/mo (954)-649-4933

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom
home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 1 room avail.
imlJlediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
or 407-408-0803
Room for rent with private bath
407-482-9990

1 Responsible Roommate
wanted to share FANTASTIC 4/2.5
home in Oviedo. Mins from UCF.
Lake, yard, his internet. Private
room, bathroom and living area.
All utll incl. Females Only $600/mo
Call Catlee 321-749-0507
Room for rent with private bath
407-384-7080
ROOMS FOR RENT! In 4/2.5 house; 2
rooms available; move.in asap. Rent is
$400 plus utilities. Call (407) 971 -2428.
FIRST MONTH FREE with one-year
leasel Seeking twQ n/s roommates •
(m/f) in a gated community close to the
UCF campus. Spacious 3/2 .5
townhome in Avalon Lakes.
$550/month everything included. Call
Mike @ (954) 234-3953
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Nice Condo for Rent. 3Bed/2Ba. Patio,
w/d included, new kitchen and wood
flooring. Off Goldenrod & University.
Marvin @ (321) 299-3516

Call: Job Line (407) 248-1600
Email: hr@wetnwildorf.com
Visit: Human ResouKes daily between 9AM and 4 PM
•

Townhouse to share. Close to
UCF/Waterford. W/ D, Sat tv/
internet/Pool. $450+ 1/3 util.
407-797-2544

Nebraska Book Company

.

WEB www.nebook.jobs
EML recruiting@nebook.com

DONATE- BLOOD FOR LOCAL
RESEARCH PROGRAM AND RECEIVE
$200 PER. DO~ATION

One Female, Wifi, Quiet
See: http://tinyurl.com/y11qon6
Call Becky at 954-648-3401

Two renters (Male or
Female) needed to take over
leases at Pegasus Landing
beginning Aug 22, 2008. 2-, 3- and
4-bed units available. Large 10x1 3
ft bedroom with private bath! I'll
pay the $426 applicatlon fee for
each lease. Call 321-501-9782.

f\\\ out an appncat\on
oNUNE\ \f\sit

Wet'n Wild Human Resources
6200 International Drive• Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 354-2085 • FAX (407) 345-1005

$500 All Utilites Included For

ROOM FOR RENT!
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

Oviedo/ UCF 2/2 condo.1 Second floor
end unit. All appl.incl plus W/D.Tiles
through,freshly painted .screened
po,rch. Water/sewer included.
$925/mo call- 312-9120

Great Benefits Including:

In "Pegasus Landing, Phase 3. 2bedroom on first floor. Available
now through Aug 1, 2008. Large
10x13 ft bedroom with private
bathroom. I'll pay the $426
appllcatlon fee and rent through
the end of March! Call 321-5019782.

Room for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
4 bedroom house, 3 yr old neigh.
Lg. room, back yard faces preserve.
House furn ., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all util.
incl. 407-718-2445
Roomates Wanted for Beautiful, Quiet,
4/3 Furnish'ed Home, Untilities
Included, $500-$700 per month, call
Evan at 321-278-1418

,$2100
-Co-Ed Camp
-Seven Weeks
-Room and Board Included
Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs male and female Summer camp
Counselors ages 18 and up. FEYC is
an overnight camp located off of
Highway 450 in Umatilla, FL. The
camp runs June 9th-July 26th. Please
contact Krys Ragland at 800-523-1673
ext 251 or 352-455-4267

Female roommate needed

F needed to share 5/3 with 2 other
UCF students. 5 min to UCF.
$550/mo most utilities and Internet
Included. l>lease Call 954-436-8924

Summer Jobs

Dillards

I.'

Roommate to Share a 2/2.5 Townhouse
1/4 mi. from UCF & Research Park
W/D, Water, Elec. & Cable included,
$550/Month Call 407-310-6583

WANTED: Camp Counselors
Timber Ridge Camp is a
Co-ed
overnight camp seeking, fun, energetic
staff, to work with
children for the
summer. Top salary and travel
allowance. 800-258-2267
www.trcamps.com
Email: Trcamps@aol.com

407-679-2700
www.workforstudents.com

Charming studio apartment for rent.
Lake, pool, brand new cabinets &
appliances, granite counter tops, huge
enclosed patio, Travertine tile in bath,
great location! For pictures and more
information : http://www.callallc.blogspot.com 407-695-1945

GROW your career with ll,lebreska Book Company
We have opportunities coast to coast in our college bookstores,
wholtlsale textbook operations, computer services,
and e-commerce solutions.

1 Bedroom in House for Rent. Fully
furnished! $450/mo, includes utilities,
internet, cable, minifridge. Off Dean Rd.
(407) 860-1209 RCCosme@gmail.com
Need 1 or 2 Roomates to share
3BD/2BA hm , 2 Blocks from UCF,
Current Male Student living there, $450
+ util/room . Call George 702-416-4159

,,}

Roommate wanted: One female oon
smoker for the third bedroom of a
brand new townhouse in Walden
Chase (5 min from campus) .
Unit includes: Swimming pool,
furniture·(excluding bedroom furniture),
appliance incl. washer/dryer

VaxDesign Corporation, one of central Florida's leading biotechnology research
companies, is looking for volunteers to take part in an investigational study to aid in

Rent: $550 per month including
utilities, cable, & wireless internet.

the development of an artificial immune system to test vaccine formulations.

CALL 407-925-2937

As a participant in this research study, you would be asked to donate white blood cells
on an apheresis machine once every 2 months. Each donation lasts approximately 3-4
hours. In appreciation for your time, you will receive compensation of $200 per

•
•
•
•

donation.
For more information or to volunteer for this study, please visit ·

Art hil 0
S.E. Orlando
Waterford Lakes/ UCF Area
lead Teochers
AsslstOllt Teochers

www.vaxdesign.com/donors

Full '1111\e ond Part 11cM AYOlloble

or contact us at 407-249-3651 / donors@vaxdesign.com.

Afternoor, Assistant Teochers
tteodlers cnust be ovolloble IM)NOA'(..RUOA't}

Experience Preferred
This study has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance through Chesapeake Research
Review, Inc., (CRRl),a Maryland corporation, Columbia Gateway Drive, Columbia, MD 21046.

d
)

407-658-4047
Kids Together Orlando is an equal opportunity employer.
'f

t)

1 bed, 1 bath apart. May-mid-Aug
sublease. $599! 11! 1.5 miles from UCF
& pet friendly !!! call for info - 571-6416982.
1 HUGE Bedroom- with private bath
and walk-in closet available in Victoria
Place 2 BR apartment EXTREMELY
close to UCF and VCC. Easy access to
408. $500 +
utilities available until the
end of July 2008. Call Kathy 954-6611885 or ksalerno@gmail.com

()

1/1 in a 4/4 avail. ASAP in Pegagsus
Connection. $535/month includes
utilities, internet.cable, basktball crt,
pool, gym , free tanning, frees shuttle to
UCF.Call Julia for more info 561-3191902
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Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

.

•

2/2 AVAILABLE ASAP IN VILLA
VALENCIA. 1200 sq.ft. $1005/month.
W/D in unit. 3rd floor, gated, garage
and valet trash (both optional). NEED
TO SUBLEASE ASAP. Call Liz 813846-0291.
2/2 AVAILABLE FOR SUBLEASE
ASAP IN PEGASUS CONNECTION.
$650/room, all inclusive. Lease begins
at move in and ends 7/31/08--option to
renew. Fully Furnished. Contact 813846-0291. ·
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Girl's 3/3 avail In newest phase of
Pegasus Landing right across UCF.
Shuttle Incl. $400/mo o.b.o utll Incl.
Avail. ASAP Call 407-879-5350

~

$475/month (util incl) at Campus
Crossing. Unfurn room, FURNISHED
living area, townhouse style with 3
great roommates. Shuttle to campus,
two pools, close to qampus. Avail.
ASAP Call Jeremy 727-235-5049

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$;H by donatjng plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100
* $10 Special-New and Rtturn (not donated in the last 6 months)
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
www.dcip1asma.com

FORECLOSURES
Avalon Park
Bristol Lakes 4/3.5, gated, $383,900
1/1 condo, Lakeside Village $143,900
LOTS MOREi Call Joyce today at
Century 21 Oviedo 407-366-5837
Popular condo location about 4 miles
from campus. 2 bedrooms/2 baths,
fireplace, washer/dryer, 6 available
from $105,000 to $125,000 .. Call
Richard Ritterpusch, RE/MAX 200
Realty 407-808-7987.

5 minutes to UCF- Lakefront

•

.

Condos avail. on all floors. Appl,W/D,
water & cable incl. Gated, Scrnd porch.
Low condo fees. Own pay. assist. for
1st time buyers. Starting at $114,900
Realty USA Inc. 407-721-8874

Place .Classifieds

ONLINE
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Top Grade Tutoring. Tutors available in
ALL Math , Science, & English courses.
Contact 407-427-0067.
www.topgradetutoring.com
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© Puzzles by Pappocom

8
3
3
5

6

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy level

4 5
8
2

9
2 6
.3
7

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD ·
ACROSS
1 Watered
6 Snow-day rides
11 Pedal pumper
14 Vibrant
15 Long-necked
wader
16 Ocean off NC
17 Purple shade
18 Barest hint
19
NaNa
,
20 Compared with
22 Mouthed-off
24 Shamus
25 Concentrate
27 Seven times a
week
28 Courts
30 City near
Cleveland
32 Scottish loch
33 Sty comments
35 Last part of a
sonnet
37 Nods off
39 Lifts and hurts
4;3 Belt positions
47 Prepared to pray
@ 2008 Tribuno Media SGrvlCQS, tnc.
3/3/08
48 High point
All rlgh1s resetVed.
51 Marcus Aurelius,
e.g.
C A 0 S
CARDITRAM P
53 Environs
6 Comic bits
A L E E
WA O E A
A B E T
54 Talisman
7 Spare time
D
0
N
E
S
O N S
E P O X Y
56 Identify oneself
8 European eagle
E O I E ~..§. T T E E
9 Hounds
to a computer
10 Slammin'
58 Chasing game
T E M p L E s I _I! ..§. DC AP S
59 Execrable
Sammy
• E A T • p 0 L •A 0 EN
61 Annual golf
11 Moviedog
T E A A ·I T 0 A y
A N I T A
event
·
12 Kennedy and
I L E • A E V I EW S• E E K
Merman
63 Bus. ltr. abbr,
A U B E S ~ _!!A A p T U A E
13 _ Knight & the
64 Drink to
E O E N• ~ ~ - A E O 66 Automaton
Pips
158 Hit the slopes
21 Intl.
D E L E T E S
S I NG L E O
69 Sergeant Bilka
broadcasters
A OTTEN
GO R E
70 Festive
23 Guitarist Carlos
s EDGEI A l DE L0 AF
71 Retirement
24 Tango teams
A G A I N
T E E S
ES S E
letters
26 Distress signal
NO MA D
E A AS
S E E A
72 Graded
29 Cooking sticks
73 Accumulate
31 To the
degree
Last issue solved
34 Health resort
36 Mouse-spotter's
. DOWN
1 Actor Holbrook
cry
2 Dressing
38 Fam. member
45 Hoffman movie · 55 Poetic measure
ingredient
57 Bellini opera
40 Spine piece
46 Took aim at
60 Mrs. Copperfield
3 Paint Ingredient 41 Parker and
48 Right to use
62 "Birches," e.g.
4 Tanguay and
Powell
49 Blgpl8Cf:3S
65 Picnic pest
42 Males-only
Gabor
50 Actress
67 Herndon and
5 Low-boost
44 Letters on
Strassman
Cobb
coffee?
Cardinal caps
52 Miler Sebastian

••

•

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

for as low as $5 an.issue!

onlinr ·,u11,ime ,1t

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

#
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8
7

6

suldolku

4
9
6 2

2
5 6
8
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SPRING BREAK ON MIAMI BEACH
Suite can accommodate 4, close to
South Beach. Rent from March 9th 16th. $800. Contact Nicole at 607-2575585 or nicolegermain@cox.net.

' . .

·1.~silktls

It's not too late!

online by April 15 for the
mmer 2008 semester
...
UNIVERSITY OP CENTRAL F'LoRIDA
GRADUATE STUDIES

t

www.graduate.ucf.edu
407-823-2766

gtaduate@mail.ucf.edu
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VILLAGE

AT

SC I~E NC E DRIVE
.

2913 Einstein Way I 407.384.7080

•

•
•

thevillageatsciencedrive.com
Owned and professlonally managed by

.JII.
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